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A

t the November 12-13, 2009, FDA public
hearing on social media and the Internet,
Google presented some new search ad formats for use by the pharmaceutical industry.
According to Julie Batten, eMarketing Manager at
Klick Pharma, a full-service digital marketing agency
that specializes in the healthcare and pharmaceutical
sector, Google previewed its ideas to a small group
of agency and advertiser partners, including Klick,
several months prior to that.

Search Advertising Options for
Pharma Between Now & When
FDA Issues New Guidance

At issue was the question about how to present fair
balance in space-limited formats such as Google
paid search ads and Twitter posts. In pharmaceutical
marketing, every claim made in a promotion must
have the supporting risk or safety information (i.e.,
side effects) displayed within the same ad unit,
according to current FDA interpretations of regulations. If you want to relate a brand to a condition, you
must provide the associated risk or safety information as well.
“I'm personally excited about this issue because
most of my clients are pharma companies,” said
Batten. On December 3, 2009, Batten was a guest
on the Pharma Marketing Talk BlogTalkRadio Show
where she discussed pharma’s options for search
marketing in this period between the FDA public
hearing and when the much anticipated draft and
final guidance on the issue is published (see box ad
on this page).
FDA Seeks Data & Ideas
In preparation for the public hearing, FDA specifically
asked “Are there proposed solutions that may help
address regulatory concerns when using social
media tools associated with space limitations or tools
that allow for real-time communications to present
product information?”
Google and PhRMA addressed that question and
offered specific solutions. In addition, several
agencies—eg, Ignite Health—provided some research data about how consumers use search to find
credible health information on the Internet. Presumably, FDA will review these and other public comments and issue draft guidance to clear up the current fog regarding its regulation of search advertising. This article reviews solutions put forward by
presenters with insights from Klick Pharma on best
search engine marketing practices during the period
prior to FDA issuing specific guidelines.
A Prompt, Precipitous, & Prolonged Plummet
Up until very recently, pharma advertisers were able
to include the drug brand name and the medical
condition it treated in sponsored search ads without
including “fair balance” (i.e., major side effects). Such
ads followed the so-called “one-click rule”—the
© 2009 VirSci Corporation (www.virsci.com). All rights reserved.
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A conversation with Julie Batten,
eMarketing Manager at Klick Pharma,
about search advertising best practices
and options for pharma marketers during
the period leading up to the muchanticipated new FDA guidelines.

http://bit.ly/6qybun
viewer could access the package insert directly by
clicking on a link within the ad. In April, 2009, the
FDA issued 14 letters notifying the pharma industry
that such ads violated FDA regulations regarding fair
balance (see “The 14 Letters. Who at the FDA Knew
What and When? FDA Intern Wants to Know!”;
http://bit.ly/8MUiWy).
In reaction to those letters, pharmaceutical marketers
pulled their sponsored search ads. A comScore
study found that "sponsored link exposures to U.S.
Internet users declined more than 50 percent immediately after ... FDA warning letters were issued to
pharmaceutical manufacturers concerning the
exclusion of fair balance language in sponsored link
advertising" (see "FDA Warning Letters Caused
Dramatic Decline in Sponsored Link Exposures";
http://bit.ly/aukPK). This “dramatic decline” is illustrated in Figure 1, pg 3.
Continues…
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Google found that immediately following the issuance of FDA’s 14 notice of violation letters, pharmasponsored search ads became less transparent and
relevant. Presenting aggregate trending data for
2008 and 2009, Google showed that the clickthrough rates (CTRs) for pharma-ceutical brand
terms dropped dramatically after the letters were
sent (see Figure 2, below).
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PhRMA’s Proposed FDA-Approved Symbol
In a telephone news briefing prior to the FDA
hearing, PhRMA proposed an "FDA-Approved Use
of Universal Safety Symbol" that could be used in
branded/sponsored ad links (eg, Adwords) and
Twitter posts (see Figure 3, pg 4).
PhRMA described the benefits of its proposal as
follows:
• Universal safety symbol (FDA logo or other
FDA-approved symbol) and universal statement
would indicate that the linked page contains
FDA-regulated risk information (e.g., official
Prescribing Information, patient Medication
Guide)
• Throughout the Web, a universal symbol would
help healthcare professionals and consumers
identify official, FDA-regulated medical product
Web sites. Prominence of graphic could drive
clicks to comprehensive information
• Include established name and true abbreviated
indication, if Internet media do not allow for full
information
• Include affirmative statement about risks, even if
abbreviated
• Universal symbol could be used on search
engines, blogs, microblogs, video
• FDA would set conditions on use of the safety
symbol by manufacturers

Figure 1: Average Pharma Link Exposures Per Month.
Source: ComScore

Continues…

Figure 2: Auction Dynamics Pre & Post FDA Letters in Health Conditions Category. Source:
Google, as presented at the November 12-13, 2009 public hearing.
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Figure 3: PhRMA’s Proposed FDA-Approved Universal Safety Symbol as Used in Sponsored Search Ad.
Source: PhRMA
“Leveraging the FDA’s logo—or a universal FDAapproved graphic symbol—in search results and
throughout the Web would inform patients, at a
glance, that they are visiting a legitimate site that
contains comprehensive FDA-regulated benefit and
risk information,” said PhRMA (see "PhRMA Statement About Accessing Online Health Information";
http://bit.ly/757FzI). “Such a graphic symbol could be
combined with a universal warning statement to
provide an indication of risk when there is little space
(e.g., a search result or tweet).”
During a conference call with PhRMA, reporters had
several questions about the proposal, including what
kind of resources FDA would need to review material
before granting use of the symbol and monitoring
thereafter.
User Fees May Be Reqyuired
Jeff Francer, Assistant General Counsel at PhRMA,
mentioned user fees that PhRMA proposed for FDA
review of promotions. "Unfortunately," said Francer,
"congress did not appropriate the money in order for
that user fee to go into effect. PhRMA will continue to
support a strongly-funded FDA even if it means that
user fees from our companies will have to support
some of these activities."
“I agree that this approach is desirable for both
pharma marketers and consumers,” said Batten who
hopes it is given thoughtful consideration by the
FDA. “For pharma marketers, it takes the onus off of
them to attempt to fit risk information into extremely
limited ad spaces,” said Batten. “It also helps provide
some credibility to their websites,” she added.
For consumers, Batten suggested PhRMA’s proposal
would provide these benefits:
1) transparency on the site in question (e.g.
that you’re actually visiting Lipitor.com
versus CholosterolHelp.com);
2) helps them understand there are risks
associated with the drug in question; and
3) attests that the drug in question is approved
by the FDA.
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“That said, I would be really surprised if this format
actually comes to fruition,” noted Batten. “Primarily
because of the difficulty and additional costs required
to review, monitor and control application of the FDA
logo.”
Francer realized that there would have to be some
sort of governance structure associated with the use
of this symbol, such as that provided by Trustee for
privacy policies. "We haven't gotten into the operational details," said Francer. "We want to use this as
a way to start the conversation and have other
stakeholders respond to it."
Google’s Proposed Standards
“With a dramatic drop in industry search ad spending
after the FDA cracked down on the pharma industry's usage of sponsored links,” said Batten, “Google
has a strong incentive to cater its ad units to the
needs of this particular industry.”
According to Batten, for some time now, Google has
been working with the FDA to come up with potential
new ad formats for pharma marketers. “It first met
with DDMAC [FDA’s Division of Drug Marketing,
Advertising, and Communications] in May 2009 to
discuss the key issues and come up with some
potential solutions,” said Batten.
Due to the proprietary nature of what was presented,
attendees were not able to disclose this fact publicly
until Google presented its "ideas" at the November
FDA hearing. At that hearing, Google proposed two
new standards for pharma-sponsored search ads:
• Standard for Product Claim Sponsored Links.
• Standard for Black Boxed Sponsored Links
According to FDA, a product claim ad names a drug,
says what condition it treats, and talks about both its
benefits and its risks (see http://bit.ly/7HGh69).
Drugs that have boxed warnings—ie, drugs that have
special problems, particularly ones that may lead to
death or serious injury—are not permitted to have
reminder ads, which mention only the brand name.
Continues…
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For product claim sponsored links, Google proposed
the ad format shown in Figure 4, below. According to
Batten, the "More info" link in this standard as well as
the standard for black boxed sponsored ads (see
Figure 5, below) is meant to link to an HTML page—
NOT a pdf file—where safety and prescribing
information can be found.
Why not link to a pdf file? “It’s a policy that no ads on
the Google network contain a link to a PDF—they
have to link to a web page only,” Said Batten.
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Batten suggested that Google’s rationale is that not
everyone has Adobe Acrobat Reader installed on
their computer and that they need the link to be fully
accessible. “Therefore,” surmised Batten, “you can
only link to an HTML page as it does not require any
additional software or applications other than a web
browser which the user is obviously already using
(conducting a search).”
Continues…

Figure 4. Google’s Proposed Standard for Product Claim Sponsored Links.

Figure 5. Google’s Proposed Standard for Black Boxed Sponsored Links.
© 2009 VirSci Corporation (www.virsci.com). All rights reserved.
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Traditionally, pharma marketers have always used
links to the package insert (PI) to provide the full
prescribing and risk information. PDF is the preferred
electronic format for PIs because they cannot be
easily modified and then redistributed by malicious
persons. Playing by Google’s rules, therefore, means
that the “More info” link will not lead directly to the
official PI unless pharma creates HTML versions of
PIs for this purpose.
YAZ Tests New Ad Format
“During the May 2009 discussions with Google,
DDMAC made clear that it could not provide formal
comments on or approval of Google's mock-ups,”
said Batten. “Rather, DDMAC would require to see
this ad format in context—meaning used by an actual
pharmaceutical product/brand. Some of our clients
are participating in the pilot and I know several other
large pharma companies are in the final stages of
approvals,” said Batten.
At least one advertiser, YAZ, a birth control drug with
a boxed warning marketed in the US by Bayer, has
already launched search ads using the new Google
format for black boxed sponsored links (see Figure 6,
below). “Presumably Bayer submitted these ads to
DDMAC for comments before launch,” said Batten.
“It likely put these through their internal regulatory
process as well.”
Is the new-format YAZ sponsored link a “reminder
ad”—an ad that includes the product brand name but
not the indication—which is not allowed by FDA
regulations concerning products with black box
warnings?
According to Klick Pharma's "Applying FDA
Regulations to Online Marketing" guide (get it here:
http://bit.ly/5VSaLz), "Products with boxed warnings
do not have the same flexibility in terms of creating
reminder ads, as this form of ad is not permitted by
the FDA for such drugs. While many boxed warning
drugs have and continue to use branded reminder
ads for search, it is not advisable given the current
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environment. A more conservative approach would
be to show unbranded ads for branded searches as
well as condition searches.”
If you participate in the Google beta program, and
your ads get pre-cleared by DDMAC, Batten advises
advertisers to use the new Google format. “That
means even boxed warning ads can presumably use
branded creative because they are providing a
highlight of risk information within the unit,” said
Batten. Batten assumes that advertisers like Yaz
have done their due diligence to undergo this preclearance requested by Google for those participating in the beta program.
“That said, if you have not gotten these formats precleared, I would not suggest employing them until it
is clear this has become an acceptable ‘standard’—
essentially until a good majority of pharma brands
are using them without issue; ie, FDA warning,” said
Batten.
In the meantime while you clear these new beta
formats through your internal regulatory department
or await comment from DDMAC, Batten recommends you continue to take the conservative
approach outlined in the Klick Pharma guide—
namely, for all drugs other than those with boxed
warnings, use unbranded ads (and URL aliases) for
condition searches and non-indication branded
“reminder” ads for brand searches. For drugs with
boxed warnings, use only unbranded ads. “This is
not ideal but is better than not having a presence and
is exponentially better than getting a warning letter
for using a format that has not yet gained the
DDMAC stamp of approval,” notes Batten.
“We are likely to see more of the Google-style ads
over the coming months,” said Batten. “If you are a
pharma brand marketer or agency that works with
pharma clients, it's best to contact your Google rep
to inquire about participation in Google’s beta
program.”

Continues…

Figure 6. New YAZ sponsored search ad campaign as seen on November 19, 2009. See top sponsored ad,
which follows the Google standard for black boxed ads
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SEO and Organic Search Results
Because search engines ultimately determine exactly
when, where, and what shows on the search engine
results page (SERP), organic listings are much more
difficult to manipulate and control than sponsored
listings (see Figure 7, pg 8). “However, some triedand-true best practices can influence what appears
in the organic listings,” said Batten.
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is what you do
within your Web page code to improve your organic
search results. “One basic way this is done,” said
Batten “is with meta-data tags, which are behind-thescenes codes Web developers can add to a page to
tell the search engine crawlers something about the
page.” Most notably in organic search, meta data
typically includes page titles, descriptions, and
keywords.
When the description tag is empty, Google will often
take a snippet from the on-page content. “This may
lead to a problem for drug sites,” said Batten. “Sometimes the snippet it pulls is from the safety information. Imagine your description in the SERP reading,
‘May cause heart attack, heart failure...’ Not exactly a
fair representation of all the information available.”
To exert some level of control over what is shown,
Batten recommends that the description meta tag
include a more accurate description of the content.
The Google crawler will most likely display this
description in the organic listing associated with that
page.
Is Organic Next on FDA’s Chopping Block?
“To date, organic listings haven't been considered
promotional, and rightly so,” said Batten. “Therefore,
they aren't within the jurisdiction of the regulating
bodies to review and approve.”
But with sponsored listings coming under scrutiny by
the FDA, some marketers are afraid that organic
listings could possibly be a target for regulatory
action (see box, right).
However, Batten and other experts agree that this
would only likely be due to a lack of understanding
by FDA regarding what organic listings are, how they
are served up, and the mechanics of search engine
indexing. The meta data isn't meant to be consumerfacing; it's meant to be crawler/spider-facing. Because search engines have trouble reaching Flash
and non-textual content, meta data is often the only
way to help the search engine learn what a page is
all about and index it appropriately.
“However,” noted Batten, “the FDA could argue that,
even though meta data is behind-the-scenes page
coding, they have some influence over what appears
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Are Organic Search Links Promotional?
Opinion of John Murray, President, Greyscale
Compliance, LLC
(Submitted as a comment to Pharma Marketing Blog;
see “Are Organic Search Results Next on FDA's
Chopping Block?”; http://bit.ly/53udCo)

It is entirely possible that FDA is indeed looking
closely at organic SEO strategies. There is really
nothing "organic" about these. They are ordinarily
programmed and authored through various meta
tags and page title tags. They're about as
"organic" as a Jose Canseco home run.
As a website operator, you undoubtedly know
exactly how these work. FDA is a website
operator as well, and they know exactly how
these work. The fact that FDA has not focused on
these does not mean they are not considered
promotional. Anyone who has been around long
enough knows that FDA's passiveness (or
apparent passiveness) is not a reliable indication
of FDA's legal interpretation (has anyone learned
anything?).
FDA could cite companies for the content of these
as ads or could cite companies for not submitting
these to FDA on a 2253 form as part of the
website or as a separate piece of promotional
material. Failure to submit these could in and of
itself be a violation regardless of the specifics of
the content.
ALL THAT SAID...Search Engine Optimization
should NOT be treated as a traditional ad (in my
opinion). Companies have a reasonable right to
ensure search engines return search results that
are useful AND ACCURATE descriptions of a
website for which a search can result.
If FDA were to treat SEO identically to sponsored
links, it would be (in my strong opinion) utterly
silly. Assuming that results are a simple factual
description of a web page, and not overtly
“claimy” or promotional and are not false or
misleading, they should be allowed by FDA. Even
if FDA were to take the position that these are
consumer-facing, they should clarify their position
to industry first, prior to issuing enforcement.
This is clearly a place where technology has
outpaced regulation and where arcane
interpretations will lead to unreasonable
restrictions (and obtuse search results). FDA
could demonstrate its thoughtfulness and wisdom
by providing a reasonable guidance or statement
to industry on this small (bite-size and digestible)
but important issue.

Continues…
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in the SERPs, which are consumer-facing. And in
their minds, anything consumer-facing could be
considered direct-to-consumer (DTC) promotion and
therefore subject to the same review and approval
processes required for all DTC advertising.”
Regulatory expert John Murray, President, Greyscale
Compliance, LLC, agrees (see box “Are Organic
Search Links Promotional?” on pg 7).
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That said, no matter how much scrutiny is given to
search marketing activities in this or other highly
regulated industries, investment will no doubt
continue because of search engines' importance to
their audience. It will continue to be a challenge to
work within a strict regulatory environment but no
doubt a necessary evil to capture online share of
voice and stave off competitive threat.

Hopefully this will never come to be, but it is something to be mindful of for the future.
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Figure 7. Organic search result featuring link to Viagra.com
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